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Introduction: Attenuation correction

In order to obtain quantitative measurements

of radiotracer distribution, 

positron emission tomography (PET) 

must include accurate corrections 

for photon attenuation and scatter.
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MR-based attenuation correction

While PET/CT scanners can obtain

photon attenuation estimates 

simply by rescaling CT measurements,

PET/MR systems must rely on

complex post-processing of MR data

to achieve the same goal.



Martinez-Möller et al. J Nucl Med 2009
Schulz et al. Eur J Nucl Med Mol Ima 2011
Wollenweber et al. IEEE Trans Nucl Sci 2013

MR segmentation-based attenuation maps 



The problem: Bone

MRI is not well suited for bone imaging,

due to the:

• Low proton density (~20% of water)

• Heterogeneity (T2 ~ 390us at 3T)

This causes a bone/air indetermination.



No bone à Significant quantitative impact

MRAC including bone MRAC without bone PET bias
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Solution 1: Knowledge-based methods (atlas / template)

Sekine et al. J Nucl Med. 2016
Wollenweber et al. IEEE Trans Nucl Sci. 2013

Paulus et al. J Nucl Med 2015
Koesters et al J Nucl Med 2016



Tradeoff: Robustness vs flexibility

CT CT

CTAtlas



Our goal: Estimate Measure bone tissue

MRI is not well suited for bone imaging,

due to the:

• Low proton density (~20% of water)

• Heterogeneity (T2 ~ 390us at 3T)

This causes a bone/air indetermination:

• Discontinuous mapping of image 

intensities to tissue density.

• Potential partial volume issues.



T2   [ms]

liver 42±3

skeletal muscle 50±4

heart 47±11

blood 275±50

kidney 56±4

white matter 69±3

gray matter 99±7

ligaments 4-10

tendons ~2

cortical bone ~0.4

lung parenchyma ~0.5 [T2*]

Need short echo time
to image short T2 tissue

T2 relaxation properties (at 3T) 
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Conventional imaging
uses a Cartesian k-Space,
e.g. gradient echo sequence

RF pulse
data acquisition

indicates a changing
gradient waveform

x, y, & z directed
gradient fields

time increasing

echo time

Short echo time MR imaging



3D k-space sampling

echo time:
time-delay at which

k-space center is sampled

GRE sequence
Haase et al. (1986)

UTE sequence
Glover et al. (1992)

Cartesian Radial

Use a radial k-space trajectory to reduce TE



Ultra-short Echo Time (UTE) measurement

Keereman et al. J Nucl Med 2010
Catana et al. J Nucl Med 2010  
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Ultra-short Echo Time (UTE) measurement

R2

CTpCT

Keereman et al. J Nucl Med 2010

R2



Things to watch out for…

CT
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MRI CT

Things to watch out for…

CT
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Roy et al. J Nucl Med. 2014
Cabello et al. J Nucl Med 2015

Ladefoged et al. Phys Med Biol. 2016
UTE improvements



• Requires very rapid switching from transmit to receive.

• RF pulse must be very short to excite the whole subject
(results in low excitation flip angles)

Zero echo time (ZTE) imaging

Hafner, Magn Reson Imaging, 1994

BLAST technique



• Similar to BLAST but developed independently

• Requires high bandwidth RF pulse
(results in very low flip angle, ~4 deg)

• Very high acquisition duty cycle
(rapid imaging)

Why not keep the gradients on?

Madio et al. Magn Reson Med. 1994

RUFIS technique



• Order radial trajectories such that
sequential trajectories are near each other

• End points of radial trajectories follow a spiral path in time
(eliminate the gradient ramps)

• Very rapid 3D imaging technique

Faster and quieter…
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Wiesinger et. al, Magn Reson Med. 2016

ZTE for attenuation correction 
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Wiesinger et al. ISMRM 2016 Gibiino et al. MAGMA 2015

ZTE for other anatomical regions



ZTE for other anatomical regions



Conclusions

• With short-TE sequences it is possible to measure, rather than 

estimate, the presence of bone tissue for MRAC purposes.

• UTE and ZTE sequences are currently available in clinical PET/MR 

systems for head MRAC.

• State-of-the art methods converging towards < ±5% error range. 



Thank you


